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UNSTABLE TOWERS IN THE ODD PRIMARY

HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF SPHERES

BY

MARTIN BENDERSKY

Abstract. The unstable elements in filtration 2 of the unstable Novikov spectral

sequence are computed. These elements are shown to survive to elements in the

homotopy groups of spheres which are related to Im J. The computation is applied

to determine the Hopf invariants of compositions of Im / and the exponent of

certain sphere bundles over spheres.

1. Introduction. Let p be an odd prime and S2m a space with H*(S2m; Zp) —

P(i2m)/ip. There are EHP sequences relating S2m and the odd spheres [17]:

- ttAS2--1) - ni+x(S2m) " tri+AS2mp-1) - ^(S2"1"1) - ,

- ^(S2m) - »l+1(52"+l) - *, + i(s2"" + 1) - *i-As2m) -

Let ak G •n2mp+2(p_X)k(S2mp+l) be an element in Im/ of order p. From [17]

HP'(ak) = pak = 0, and P'(ak) desuspends to the (2m - 1) sphere. In this paper

we consider the problem of computing the maximal desuspensions of these elements

to an odd sphere and their Hopf invariants on their spheres of origin. The 2 primary

answer is described in [13]. Our methods are somewhat different. We simply

compute the unstable elements in filtration 2 of the unstable Novikov spectral

sequences and with a helping hand from Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer [7], and

Selick [16] we deduce the survival of these elements and prove there are no

extensions. Because the odd primary desuspensions of Im / are more regular than

for p = 2 we obtain a rather simple picture for the desuspension pattern.

The following is proven in Theorem (3.2). Let the stem be equal to 2sp'(p — 1) — 2

(s prime top); then we have the following chart.

Explanation. An unstable element is born on S3. It maps top times a generator on

S5. The pattern of generator suspending top times a generator and the kernel of the

double suspension being zero persists to S2,+3, where a Z ,+i is generated. For
9 1 XP

S J+ , t + 1 < j < sp' - t, the double suspension is given by Zp,+i -* Z ,+\. From

g2(sp'-0-i on me double suspension is the map Zpt+i -» Zpi which sends a generator

to a generator. In §4 we apply the results of §3 to some questions posed by J.

Neisendorfer. We first identify compositions of Im J in the unstable two-line.
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sphere—       3 5 2f + 3     2t + 5 2t + 1 2'sp'-t)-l 2(sp')-l

Arithmetic now shows that the only decomposable mod p Whitehead product is a2,

and, if p = 3, a2ax. This takes advantage of the low filtration of the Whitehead

product (this has also been proven by B. Gray using secondary cohomology

operations). On the other hand, the low filtration of P (Im /) has the disadvantage

of not guaranteeing that a¡aj vanish in homotopy when they do in Ext. As a final

application we show that the spaces Bn(p) [15] have maximal Ext exponent if « = 1.

If p = 3 we can conclude the same for homotopy. We are also able to resolve some

undecided cases in the computations of [15].

We use the notation Z(p) and Z for the integers localized at p and the integers

mod p, respectively.

x

y

denotes an extension and 2r the r-fold suspension. For any ring A, A(n) is the free,

left yl-module on a generator of dimension n. If r¡R: BP* -* BP + BP is the right

action we write y ■ v for r¡R(v)y with v g BP*, y g BP+BP. vp(k) is defined by

k = p'p^a, (a, p) = 1.

The author would like to thank J. Neisendorfer for his many helpful conversations

and his interest in this project. B. Gray has obtained some of the above results using

different methods [18].

2. The unstable Novikov spectral sequence. For a simply connected space X there

is a spectral sequence (the unstable Novikov spectral sequence) which converges to

the homotopy groups of X localized at p with the E2 term depending on the BP
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homology of X [5, 2, 3]. The elements described in §1 appear as unstable elements in

filtration 2 of this spectral sequence. In order to describe the E2 term we recall [2,

(2.13)]. We assume some familiarity with [1, 5 and 3] and the reader is referred to

these papers for details. The unstable generators for BP* and Y = BP*BP are

described in [3, §3]:

A = BP* = Z(p)[ux,u2,...],

where the «, are the Araki generators (denoted v¡ in [3]), and

T = BP*[hx,h2,...],

where h¡ = c(t¡), c the canonical anti-isomorphism of T.

Definition (2.1) [3, 2.13]. If M is a nonnegatively graded free left ¿?.P „-module,

U(M) is defined to be the BP* span of

{ h' ® m\2(i + i2+ •■■) < degree m } c T ®A M.

For an arbitrary BP „-module M let Fx -* F0 -» M -* 0 be exact with F¡ free, and

define U(M) to be the cokernel of [/(/).

Suppose we are given an unstable T-comodule M [5, p. 240] with coaction \p:

M -* U(M). Then the unstable cobar complex is the chain complex CS''(M) —

US(M) with differential given by

d([yx\y2\ ■ ■ • Iy» = [llYil ■ • ■ \ys]m + ¿ (-l)y[nl ■ ' ■ Wl ■ ■ ■ Iy,]»«
7 = 1

+ (-l)i+1E[Yil'--|YJ|/3,>,.,

where yx,...,ys g T, ^(yy) = Lyj ® y'/ and t//(m) = E/9, ® /n¿ [5, p. 244]. We

define the unstable Ext group to be the homology of the unstable cobar complex

Ext^'(M) = HS'(C(M)).

If Z is a simply connected complex with H*(X; Z(p)) a free algebra, then we may

identify the E2 term of the unstable Novikov spectral sequence for X [5, §7]

(2-2) E2(X) = Extv(PBP*X),

where P denotes the primitives.

If H*(X; Z(p)) is torsion-free but not a free algebra (e.g. X = S2m), we may give

an algebraic description of E2(X) as an Ext in a nonabelian category. Fortunately

we shall not need an explicit description of this Ext and simply write E2(X) for such

spaces.
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The EHP sequences described in §1 appear at the E2 level of the unstable Novikov

spectral sequence [3, 6]. Specifically we have the commutative diagram of exact

sequences:

(2.3)

1

-     EAS2"-1)      ^        EAS2n) "      E¡-\S2pn-1)      ^      EYAS2"'1)

II i o a ii

-+    eas2"-1)    -    EAs2n+1)    "i    Exi'-1^«))    ^    eyas2"-1)

i H'

EAS2pn+1)

IP'

eyas2")
i

Theorem (2.4) [3]. (i) W(n) = BP*/p{x2pn_x, x2pi_x,...}. The unstable T-com-

odule structure of W(n) is given by

(2-5) <H*2/n-i) = Zp'-'K"', ® x2p,n_x.
i

(ii) // z g Extw(W(n)) is represented in the unstable cobar complex by Ey^ ®

x2p"„-i, then

(2.6) ^) = 4^®/^)®'2„-i-

(iii) Every element x g E2(S2n+1) may be represented in the unstable cobar complex

by a cycle of the form

£Y, ® pk~lK ® l2n+1,      yk G C*(^(2p"« - i) ® zp)

mod term* which desuspend. (A(2pkn — 1) denotes a free BP *-module on a generator

i of dimension 2pkn — 1.) Furthermore H2(X) = ¿Zyk® x2pkn_x.

(iv) / is the composite

EAS2""-1) = Ext»(>4(2/»/i - 1)) -» Extv(W(n)),

where the second map is the mod p reduction to the bottom class of W(n).

For convenience we shall say a class x G E2(S2n + 1) desuspends to the (2k + 1)

sphere (or to S2k) if it does so in E2.

In a similar way we say a class dies on the (2m + 1) sphere if it does so in E2.

It is important to note that the coaction (2.5) is unstable, i.e. 1¡2\[/(x2pkn_x) = 1 ®

x2pkn_x. For example, the teimph"p' ® x2p¡n_x is in U(W(n)) and is not zero mod p

[3, 3.6] butph"p' ® x2ptn+x is zero.

We now restrict p to be odd.

The elements in filtration 1 all survive to Ex and desuspend in E2 exactly as far as

they do in homotopy [5, (9.16)]. Let ak/J e Ext¥(p-1)k(BP*, BP *) denote the

stable element in filtration 1 of orderpy,y < vp(k) + 1. Then ak/j desuspends in E2
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and in homotopy to the (2j + 1) sphere [9]. For ak/j g E2(S2j+1),

(2.1) H2(ak/j) = uk -J,       H'( ak/J ) = ak_j    (ak_j = ak _j/x ).

In particular when P'(ak/j) G ir2p(m+k)-2(k-jA ) *s nonzero it is detected in

filtration 2 of the unstable Novikov spectral sequence for S2m. We shall need the

unstable cobar names for ak/j = d(uk)/pJ.

Proposition (2.8). (i) Ifm> j,

ïk/jak/j® *2m + l = «l    M® l2m + l

mod terms defined on S2j  1.

(ii) If m > v + 2 (v = vp(k)\ then

li/»+l«jtA+i • l2m+i = hxuk  l ® i2m+1    mod p.

Proof, (i) is proven in [5, (9.2)]. To prove (ii) we examine

-d(uk)/P^ = £ (-l)'(J)/»'--1^ • «f-> ® w

If j > y + 1, pj'"'lh{ ® t2m+1 is Omodp in U(A(2m + 1)). For 1 <y < y + 1,

p"+2->|())[14,(8.21)].So

j*)^"'"1*! • '2m+l = úpAl • <2m+l = 0

in U(A(2m + 1)).    D

Composition appears at the E2 level with order reverse to the usual functional

composition in homotopy. For convenience we shall write composition in homotopy

in the same order as it appears in Ext. In order to simplify notations we introduce

the following terminology. If a g irk(s") we say ß is an r-fold suspension on a in

homotopy if ß g trí(Sk) (so ßa is defined) and ß = Er y for some y g <nl_r(Sk~r),

i.e. ß is an r-fold suspension on the domain sphere of a. If x g C*(A(n)) then we

say y = yx ® y2 ® • • • ® y(. (y- g T) is an r-fold suspension in Ext on x if y ® x G

C*(^4(«)) and_v g C*(^4(|x| + n — /•)), where |x| is the homological dimension of x.

Of course we do not require^ or x to survive to homotopy; however, even when both

x and y are permanent cycles the number of suspensions in homotopy differs from

the number of suspensions in Ext. For example, with p = 3, a9/3 has 0 suspensions

with respect to ax ® ¿3 in Ext, but the composition a9/3ai is not even defined if

«i 6 *é(S3)-

3. Unstable towers. Throughout this section p is a fixed odd prime. In order to

state our main theorem we recall the notation of [3].

Definition (3.1). {anhxn}hm+„ denotes the tower

(«m+n-lhl) «f-'ftr1

(*»+i*r*"l')%*r+-

{ànK)hr-
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where äk is the generator of the stable J homomorphism in the (2(p - l)k — 1)

stem. (akhrx)uph!¡ denotes an element born in Ext on the (2r + 1) sphere which dies

or is made homologous to an element higher in the tower on the (2i + 1) sphere.

Before proceeding it is important to be aware of the abuses in the above notation.

akh[~ is only meant to suggest that the coefficient of h[ is hxux~l (i.e. the stable name

for ¿(¿mod p). In fact, we require 2 suspensions of &k with respect to h[ ® t2r+1 in

order to assert H2(akh[ ® t2r+1) = &k.

Theorem (3.2). The unstable elements infiltration 2 of the unstable Novikov spectral

sequence at an odd prime p are described as follows:

(i) In stems & -2 (mod2(p - 1)), Ext = 0.

(ii) In stem 2(p — l)sp" - 2 (s * Omod p), the unstable elements in filtration 2

are given by the tower {an+1hsxp"~"~1}h*P".

(iii) // än + r = E2 y for y ^Ext1(A(2p(sp" - n - r) - 1)), then

ff2(ä„ + rhs1p"-"-r) = än + r. In this case â„+rAf"~"-' is born on $X*f-"-') with

H(àn + xhf-»-r) = &n+xmodp.

(iv) Ifán + r¥=¿Z2 y for any y as in (iii), then

H2(àn+rhf—r) = *i«1,+^w...„.,

In this case än+rhsxp"-"-r is born on s W-«-')+i.

(v) { otn+xh[pn~"~1}h,p" survives to Ex and there are no higher Novikov extensions.

Example (3.3). We illustrate (3.2)(iv) and (v) with some examples for p = 3. Our

first example is in the 34 stem which contains the tower {a3hx }h9. This is shorthand

for the following elements in E2:

S3       S5       S1       S9       Sn      S13       S15      S17      S19

»8«1        «8«1        «8«1 -» °

The survival of these elements is an induction starting with a proof that &3hl on

S13 survives. We inductively assume for i > 6 that the generator X, on S2,+1

survives. p\¡ must double desuspend in homotopy by [7]. The only element in Ext

which can detect it is A._i, the generator on S2'~l. To show there are no higher BP
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extensions we first note that the elements on S3, S5 and S1 cannot have any higher

extension by [7 and 16]. From S9 on, the elements of order p in E2 will be shown to

survive to elements in the kernel of the double suspension map in homotopy and

therefore have order p in homotopy by [7]. Hence there cannot be any higher BP

extensions.

Our next example is the tower in the 38 stem. The element äghx ® t3 satisfies the

condition of (iv). â9 = a9/3 is not a double suspension in Ext on hx ® t3. We have

H2(äghx) = hxux ® x5. If ä9hx desuspended to S2 hxu\ ® x5, would have to be in

the image of / (see (2.3)). However, ß(hxuf ® x5) = axa% ® t5 (ß is the Bockstein
xp

homomorphism associated to Z(p) -» Zlp) -» Zp). From the computation of the 34

stem we see that axa% is not zero on S5 and aghx is born on S3.

Lemma (3.4). Ext°(W(n)) = Fp[ux)x2ptt_x.

Proof. Suppose x = E, wix2pttt_x (w¡ g A) is a cycle. Then from (2.5) we have

(3.5)      0 = d(x) = £«/(*,) ® x2p^x -  I wiZY-W-j ® x2pJn_\.
i i>\      \j<i I

Since d(x2p¡n_x) is unstable we have

0 = 22J(x) = 2rf(w,)®2^v„_1.

By [11] wt = e,«^. Since 2p'n - 1 > 3, d(ux>) ® x2p,n_x = 0 [4]. (3.5) now reduces

to

o= £ wlP'-*?pl ® x2ptn_x.
1>1

By [3] it follows by induction that w, = 0 (mod p) for i > 1.

Lemma (3.6). P2("i:jc2^n-i) = 0 if and only ifk = sp' — n with n < í + 1.

Proof. The elements a^,^ g Ext^(>4(2n + 1)) with n < ? + 1 generate

coker{Ext^(^(2n - 1)) ^ Ext^(^(2« + 1))} by (2.7). (3.6) now follows from the

formula for the Hopf invariant given in (2.7).

Corollary (3.7). The elements

d(hip')t2sp,_x,d(uxhip'-iy2sp,_3,...,d(uip,-'-2hY2)t2t+3

are nonzero in the (2(p — l)sp' — 2) stem. Furthermore, each element survives to an

element of order p in homotopy.

Proof. The fact that these elements are nonzero follows immediately from (2.5)

and (3.6).

From the paragraph preceding (2.8) ^("i^^m-i) is not zero exactly when

ak G ,,T2pk+2pn-2(S2p"+1) is not a Hopf invariant. Let H be the homotopy Hopf

invariant

H: «„AS2") -* v.+riS2»"-1),

and

J»:»l+1(Sa"'+1)->»i+i(Äa-)
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the map of §1. Then, as remarked in §1, HP'(ak) = 0 and P'(ak) desuspends to an

element

A G 7r2P(n + A:)-2(/W)-l('S'2"~1)-

X must be detected in filtration 2 since P'(ak) is detected in filtration 2 and no

element of filtration 1 can suspend to an element of higher filtration. It follows from

(3.4) that the only filtration 2 elements in this stem on the (2« — 1) sphere which

double suspends to zero is P2(ukx2pn_x). This proves that the element survives to an

element in the kernel of the double suspension map. They are of order p in

homotopy by Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer [7].   D

The mod p Whitehead product P2(x2pn_x) (n = sp', s * 0 mod p) has the form

"-1in\
d(h"x) = sp'hx ® h"x-x + E    / )K ® h"~l

= shxu[ ® hY''1    mod s2«"-'-1)-1;

the last equality follows from the fact that p'+2~%sp') if 1 < / « i + 1 [14]. The

following is an immediate consequence of the above computation.

Proposition (3.8). P2(x2pn_x) desuspends to y g Ext^(S2{sp'-''1) + 1) with H2(y)

= sät+x.   □

Proof of (3.2). (i) Ext = 0 in this case since the unstable cobar complex is zero in

dimensions * 0mod2(p — 1). (ii) (3.8) implies the bottom of the tower is correct.

(3.7) implies the subscripts (i.e. the terms uxh[ in the notation of (3.1)) are correct. It

remains to show that every entry in the tower desuspends as indicated. We prove this

by induction starting from the top of the tower. We have the relation u[h{p'~r =

prhY + x, where x desuspends to S2z+1 with z < sp' — r. We therefore have from

(3.8)

d(u[hY-r)= prhxu[h[p'-'~x + d(x)

= hxuYrhsxp,''~r~1 + d(x)    mod sW-z-r-i)-^

Since x desuspends to S2z+1, d(x) must be homologous to a multiple of some

element higher in the tower. In particular, d(x) desuspends to s2(sp'~'~r~1)~1. This

proves that each element desuspends at least as far as indicated. We cannot

desuspend any further since, from (2.4),

H2(hxuYrh{p'-'-'-1 ® «2^-,-,-d+i) = MÍ+'*2c.y-,-,-i)-i

which is not zero in Exi\(W(sp' - t - r - 1)). To see this we note that hxuYs is the

stable mod p reduction of ät+s+x (2.7) which cannot be in the image of the W

coaction (2.5). To prove (iii) there are two cases.

Case I. at+r = E4 y for y G Ext1(A(2p(sp' - t - r) - 3)).

In this case we have enough suspensions for &l+r to equal hxux+r~l on a mod p

class x2 ,spt_,_ry_x.
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Case II. If 5, + r is a double suspension but not a four-fold suspension with respect

toh\p'-'-r® l2(V_,_r)+1,then

H2{hxuYr'lKp'-'-r ® l2(V_,_r)+1) = hxuYr~l ® *2,(v'-,-,)-i-

Let /? be the Bockstein homomorphism induced in Ext by tensoring

A{2p(sp'-t-r)-l)

xp _

by the exact sequence Z(/7) -» Z(i) -» Zp. Then ß(hxuYr ) = o¡1a,+r_1. í + r must

be = 0 (mod p) so ara,.^,.! is represented in the unstable cobar complex by

hxuYr~2hx 9 l2p(sp'-,-r)-l

mod lower spheres. This is the top of the tower in a lower stem. The suspension

condition is equivalent to vp(t + r) + 2 = p(sp' — t — r). (3.6) implies this element

has not yet died and it follows that hxuYr~l ® x2P(sp'-t-r) is not homologous to

cL. „. There is also the unstable element"■l+r

nuahP(sP'~'~r'1 ó?) r
Pul"l w x2p(sp'-t-r)-l>

where a = p(sp' — t — r) — (t + r). Since the exponent of hx is v(t + r) + 2 it

follows from part (ii) that ß(puxhYsp'~'~r^) also equals axat+r_x. It follows that

hxuYr~2 — puxhp{sp'~'~r) is homologous to zero or &t+r. Since hxuYr~2 —

pxuahYsp'~'~r) suspends nonzero it must be the latter. However, in Wwe have

d{< ® X2pHsp,_,_r)_x) = pUaxhYSP'-'~r) ® x2p(,p<-t-r)-l

and hxuYr~2 is homologous to âr+rin Ext^(W).

The statement about the space of origin follows from (2.3). If the hypothesis of

(iv) is satisfied, similar computations show that hxuYr ® x2p(sp,_t_r_X)_x is not in

the image of the map I in (2.3) (see (3.3) for an example). The statement about the

sphere of origin again follows from (2.3).

In order to prove (v) we first consider towers in the (2s(p - 1) - 2) stem with

s m 0 (mod p). (In the terminology of [17] these are elements of type I.) In this case

there are no desuspensions and the elements in the tower are exactly those given in

(3.7) proving (v) for n = 0.

For n > 0 we first note that the mod p Whitehead product, d(h[p"), desuspends in

Ext exactly as far as it does in homotopy. (This is the mod p vector fields problem

and may be proven by the methods of [12, (III, 7.2)] using [10 and 17].) Let y be a

maximal desuspension of d(h{p"). Let 52,+ 1 be the sphere of origin for y. Induc-

tively assume that the generator X, on 52,+1 survives (2 < /' < r). Since n > 0,

pX, # 0. By [7] p\¡ desuspends in homotopy to an element which must be detected

in filtration 2 by X,.,, the generator of the tower on S2'-1.

To see that there can be no extensions we first consider the elements on S2J+l,

j < t + 1. The generator of the tower on this sphere is of order pK There can be no

higher extensions by [7 and 16]. From the (2i + 5) sphere on the elements of order p

in Ext are the elements given in (3.7) which survive to elements of order p in

homotopy. Hence these are no higher BP extensions.   D
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4. Applications. The products of elements from the one line are stably zero [14,

(8.18)]; they therefore represent potential unstable elements. In fact, in the metasta-

ble range, when they are first created they are nonzero. In order to understand when

they die it suffices to identify each composition in the unstable tower.

For the composition

<*sp"/iarp«/j ® l2k + l

in Ext to make sense in homotopy we must have / < k and /' < k + (p — l)rpm — 1,

i.e. aspy¡ is a double suspension with respect to a  «y ■ ® i2k+x in Ext.

For the following theorem we assume the stable conditions: i^n + l,j^m + l

and a metastable condition: arp»/n+x is defined on a »y- ® i2j+x in homotopy. This

condition simplifies the computation and includes all cases needed for the sequel.

Theorem (4.1). a,íV/V/J ® l2*+i;

(i) = 0ifi+j <n + 1;
(Ü) if j + j > n + 1, = 0 if k > v(sp" + rpm) + i + j - n;

(iii) in the situation of (ii) the composition desuspends to the (2(i + j — n — 1) + 1)

sphere with H2 given by

*(sp»+rP">-n-i-j-i)   ifv(spn + rpm-n-i -j + 1) </>(/ +j - n - 1) - 1,

hxusxpn+rpm~n-i-i   otherwise.

Proof. The metastable condition guarantees that

*,f/»+i*rf/j ® l2, + i = V/»+i ® u[pm~'h{ 9 i2j+1

mod terms which desuspend.

From (2.4),

ff2(V/»+lV/y • (2/+l) = asp«/n + lUïpm~J ® *2J+V

asP"/n +iuipm~j suspends to hxu[sp"~l)+{rpm^j) which is nonzero mod p. Since

asp"/n+\uip'"~J IS stably nonzero it is nonzero in Ext^(W(j)). Since on each sphere

there is at most one new unstable element it follows that oLsp-/nJrXarpm/j ® i2j+1 is

(up to a unit) the generator of the tower on the (2 / + 1) sphere. From (3.2) it

follows that this element is nonzero for exactly v(sp" + rpm) double suspensions,

proving (4.1) when i = n + 1. For the general case we have

<V/<<V"// = Pn + 1~iasP"/n+l«rp"/j = d(P" + 1-'x),

where x is the subscript which kills aspn/n + xarpm/j. If i + j ^ n + 1 the composition

has been desuspended to the 1 sphere and is zero (on S1). If i + j > n + 1,

aspn/iarpm/j ® l2(i+j-n-\)+\ nas a nonzero H2 and does not die until the sphere

indicated. The H2 computation in (iii) corresponds to (3.2)(iii) and (iv).   D

Corollary (4.2). The modp Whitehead product G tr2pn^3(S2"~1) is indecom-

posable except for ax G tr4p_3(S3) and, ifp = 3, a2ax g 7t15(S5).

Proof. For dimension reasons the metastable condition is satisfied. Since the

Whitehead product appears in filtration 2 it must be a composite of elements from
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the 1 hne (modulo £P-filtration). The composition aspn/t°arpm/j dies on S2k+1,

where k = v(sp" + rpm) + i + j — n. On the other hand, the mod p Whitehead

product in this stem dies on s2(sp" + rpm)+l. These two numbers are equal only in the

cases indicated.    D

We now consider certain sphere bundles over spheres which were studied in [15

and 8]. As usual p is an odd prime.

B„(p) = S2n+l \j^e2n+2p~l u e4n+2p

with cohomology ring

(4.3) H*(Bn(p); Z(p)) = A(y2n+X, y2n+2p_x).

The E2 term of the unstable Novikov spectral sequence for Bn(p) is therefore

given by Ext^(BP *{w2n+x,w2n+2p_x}), where 4>(w2n+2p_x) = 1 ® w2n+2p.xc + hx

® w2n+v We have a fibration [15]

(4.4) S2n+l ^ Bn(p) ^ S2n+2p-1

which induces a long exact sequence in homotopy and in Ext:

-* Ext^(yi(2« + 1)) -+ Extl(Bp*{w2n + 1,w2n + 2p_x})

(4-5) a
-* Exts%(A(2n + 2p - 1)) -> Ext^+1 -+

with d(ß) = ßax.

While 3 is given by composition with a in Ext it is not composition with ax in

homotopy unless ß is a double suspension. (Hence if ß is not a double suspension,

3(jß) is not a nonmetastable example of (4.1).) For example, we have forp = 3 the

fibration S3 -* Bx(3) -* S1 with a9/3 G Ext^(/1(7)) not a double suspension.

3(a9/3) = a9/3ax on S3 in Ext but this composition is not defined in homotopy. By

[3, (5.3ii)] ag/3ax must be homologous to a class which is defined in homotopy (see

(4.10)).
From (4.4) and [7] we see that the exponent of m*(Bn(p)) is less than or equal to

2«+p-l

We now consider the question of realizing p2"4^"1 by studying the E2 exponent.

We first show that the exponent in E2 is < p2n+p~1 if the bottom attaching map

in Bn(p) is a double suspension.

Proposition (4.6). BP*(QBn(p)) = P(y2n, y2n + 2p_2).

Proof. The fibration

ßS2n+1 -» ÜB„(p) -+ QS2n+2p-1

homologically splits [15]. (4.6) now follows from the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

sequence.   D

Proposition (4.7). There is a long exact sequence

- E*2(Bn(p)) - EABn+x(p)) - Ext%~AQ(n)) - E¡+1 - ,

where Q(n) is a (BP*/p)-module.
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Corollary (4.8). (i) The exponent of E2(Bn(p))for n > 1 is less thanp2"+p~1.

(ii) E\(Bn(p)) -* E\(Bn+x(p)) is 1-1.    D

Proof of (4.7). Consider the composite functor spectral sequence converging to

£2*(ß2L.+1(p))[5]:

Ext%(R*BP*(QBn + x(p))) - £2*(fifin + 1(p)),

where R*P is the *th derived functor of the primitives. As BP „-modules

R*PBP*(SlBn+x(p)) = R*PBP*(tiS2n+1) ® R*PBP*(ÜS2n+p-1).

R*PBP*(ciS2k+1) has been computed in [6];

(BP*(S2k)     for/ = 0,

R*PBP*(SlS2k+l) = / W(k) for i = 1,

lo forï>l,

where W(k) is a Zp vector space. The composite functor spectral sequence now

reduces to

(4.9)     -» Exts4PBP*(QBn+x(p))) -* EAQBPn+x(p)) - Ext^1(Ô(«)) - ,

where Q(n) — W(n) ffi W(n + p — 1) is a vector space. The definition of [/given in

(2.1) immediately implies Ext%(PBP*(ÜBn+x(p))) — E2(Bn(p)). An argument simi-

lar to the proof of [6, Theorem (6.1)] shows that £2J(ßfi„ + 1(p)) = E¡(BPn+x(p)).

Substituting this isomorphism into (4.9) proves (4.7).   D

Remark, (i) Corollary (4.8) does not prove the exponent of ir*(Bn(p)) is <

p2n+P-i if n > i since there may be extensions. We conjecture this cannot happen.

(ii) A result similar to (4.7) is true for spaces constructed in [8] with an arbitrary

element of Im / as bottom attaching map.

We now restrict our attention to Bx(p) (= B). B is an S3 bundle over S2p + 1. In

order to construct elements of order pp + 1 in E2 (and 7r„) it is natural to try to pull

the desuspension of the stable elements in Im / of order pp back to B.

We require the following ÄP-formulas:

(4.10) Modulo classes defined in S1:

1 ■ u2 = u2 + uphx — h[ ■ ux   mod p on S3,

*p(h2) = h2 ® 1 + 1 ® h2 + h[ ® hx.

Theorem (4.11). Let t>p — 1. Then d(asp,/p) # 0 unless t = p - 1 and s =

(-l)s+1modp.

Proof. Modulo terms defined on S1, we have, from (2.7),

(4.12)

H<*sp-/p) = asp'/p) _ "i/>'/p"l'3

(-lYpsp'-phs/ ® hx 9 t3    ifi>p-l,

(-lYpsp'-ph{p' 9 hx 9 t3 - shxu[p'-1 9 hx 9 t3

ift =p - 1.
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By adding d(( - l)spsp'-ph[p'-ph2 9 t3) to (4.12) we have mod S1

x = (-\)spsp'-phY ® hx ® t3-(-l)shpu[p'-p 9 hx® i3.

By subtracting d(( — l)su2usxp'~p~1hx 9 t3), using (4.10) and the fact that we have

enough room to pass uxs ro the right past hxs we obtain

x~ -(-l)susxp'-1hx ®hx® i3.

We now have

-(-l)s+1usxp'-lhx 9 hx 9 i3    ift>p-l,

(-ly^u'f-1^ 9 hx 9 i3 - shy/-1 ®hx9t3   ift=p-l.

From (3.2) we know d(aspl/p) is zero if and only if H2(daspl/p) is stably zero. If

t > p - 1, then H2 = ±hxu[p'~1 stably which is not zero mod p. If t = p - 1, then

H2 = ((-1)I+1 - íXMÍ*'-1) stably. This is zero if and only if s = (-l)î+1modp.

D

(4.11) resolves one of the ambiguous cases in [15, (6.4)]. In Oka's notation A,

(1,39) = Z34, generated by [a'9(7)] (p = 3). Hence the maximal exponent is realized

in homotopy. The ambiguous extension in [15, p. 191] may also be resolved by direct

computation to give [y3(7)] generates a Z3* (Oka's y3(7) is the element (à6hl)uih6 in

the tower).

The extensions in E2(B) can be determined using the ë invariant defined in [2,

(4.3)] which extends the Adams e invariant to Cl(A(2n + 1)).

Let [y] denote a pull-back of y g E2(s2n+2p-1) to E2(B).

Proposition (4.13). Let s = ( - l)s+1 mod p. Then [aspP-i/p] generates a Z ,+i.

Proof. From the proof of (4.11) there is an x with y = d(aspP-i/p) + d(x)

desuspending to S1 and ë(x) — n/p2. y = d(z), z defined on S1 and therefore

ë(z) g Z. It follows that

[°V-V/>]  =  "SP'-UP ® X2n + 2p-\  +  W  9 X3,

where e(w) = m/p2.

PP[«sp>Up} = {-u[p'-\+ppw)9x3.

ë of this cycle is 1/p and hence is homologous to a   p-i + x.   D
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